
“Grand tour ALPEN ROUTE-1” 11 days/10 nights
10 excursions – Tokyo-Hakone-mt.Fuji-Nagano-ALPEN ROUTE-Toyama-Shirakawago-Kanazawa-Kyoto-

Osaka-Nara-Kobe-Hiroshima

Day 1 Tokyo

Arrival to Tokyo airport.
Meeting with English speaking guide, accommodation at bus, transfer to Tokyo.

 Excursion around Tokyo bу а charted bus with an English-speaking guide, visiting:
- Shinjuku Goen park
- Shibuya crossing
- Sky tree
- Lunch at local restaurant （fixed menu）
- Rainbow bridge 
- Liberty statue
- Honda welcome plaza
- Ginza shopping

  - Dinner at local restaurant

21:00-Check-in at hotel.
*Overnight at the hotel in Tokyo.

Day 2 Tokyo
Breakfast at hotel. 
09:30 – Tokyo city sightseeing tour by chartered bus with guide, including:
– Hamarikyu park
– Asakusa Kannon Temple
– Sumida river cruise from Hamarikyu park to Asakusa
-Asakusa Kannon shrine, Nakamise shopping arcade
– Lunch at local restaurant.
– Imperial palace (photo stop)
– Shinjuku municipal building
– Harajuku area visit
– Dinner at local restaurant.
19:30 – Coming back to hotel, Tokyo city.
* Night at hotel, Tokyo city.

Day 3 Tokyo - mt. Fuji -Hakone
07:00 - Breakfast at the hotel.

08:30 - Excursion around mt. Fuji bу а charted bus with an English-speaking guide, visiting:
- Mt Fuji 5th Station
- Gotembe Реасе Park
- Lunch at local restaurant（fixed menu）
- Ashi Lake cruise
- Togendai Rope-way
- Owakudani boiling valley
17:00 - Transfer to Tokyo hotel. 
- Dinner at local restaurant

* Overnight at the hotel in Tokyo



Day 4 Tokyo-Nagano

07:00 - Breakfast at the hotel.

08:00 – Transfer to Nagano bу а charted bus with an English-speaking guide, visiting:
- Nagano Snow Monkey park
- Lunch at local restaurant（fixed menu）

17:00 - Transfer to Nagano hotel. 
- Dinner at local restaurant

*Overnight at the hotel in Nagano

Day 5 Nagano-ALPEN ROUTE-Toyama

07:00 - Breakfast at the hotel. 

08:00 - Meeting with English-speaking guide, accommodation at bus, transfer to Ogizawa station

09:00 - Arrival to Ogizawa station, START OF ALPEN ROUTE
Ogizawa to Kurobe Dam by Kanden Tunnel Electric Bus (15 min)
Walking to Kurobeko Kurobe Cable Car by foot (15 min)
Kurobeko to Kurobedaira by Cable Car (5 min)
Kirobedaira to Daikanbo by Tateyama Ropeway (7 min)
Daikanbo to Murodo by Tateyama Tunner Trolley Bus (10 min)
Murodo to Bijodaira by Tateyama Highland Bus (50 min)
Bijodaira to Tateyama Station by Cable car (7 min)

13:00 – Lunch at local restaurant in the Alpen route(fixed menu)
17:30 – Transfer from Tateyama station to Toyama by chartered bus.
18:00 – Dinner at local restaurant
19:30 – Check-in at hotel

  

 *Overnight at the hotel in Toyama

Day 6 Toyama-Shirakawago-Kanazawa
07:00 - Breakfast at the hotel. 
08:00 - Meeting with English-speaking guide, transfer to Shirakawago by chartered bus.
10 :00 - Arrival to Shirakawago, excursion bу а charted bus with an English-speaking guide, visiting:
- Shirakawago Wada house
- Shirakawago Kanda house
- Lunch at local restaurant fixed menu（fixed menu）
- Kenrokuen Garden;
- Higashi Chaya-gai

  -  Dinner at local restaurant

19:30 - Transfer to Hotel, Check-in.
* Overnight at the hotel in Kanazawa.



Day 7 Kanazawa-Kyoto
07:00 - Breakfast at the hotel.
07:30 - Meeting with English-speaking guide, accommodation at bus, transfer Kyoto.
12:00 - Arrival to Kyoto, visiting Nijyo castle.
13:00 - Lunch at local restaurant (fixed menu)
- Golden Pavilion Kinkakuji;
- Nishijin Textile center, Kimono show;
- Tegetsu Bridge Arashiyama;
- Fushiiinari Taisya;
-  Dinner at local restaurant

-Transfer to Osaka

19:00 - Transfer to hotel, check- in.
* Overnight at the hotel in Osaka.

Day 8 Kyoto - Nara

07:00 - Breakfast at the hotel.
08:00 - Meeting with English-speaking guide, accommodation at bus, transfer to Kyoto and Nara.
-Kiyomizudera temple and Otowa Waterfall;
-Transfer to Nara;
-Lunch at local restaurant (fixed menu)
-Visiting Todaiji Temple;
-Nara Park;
- Transfer to Osaka
-  Dinner at local restaurant

17:00 - Transfer to hotel
* Overnight at the hotel in Osaka

Day 9 Osaka-Hiroshima
Breakfast at hotel.
09:00 -  Departure Osaka for Hiroshima by chartered bus with guide.
13:00-Hiroshima city sightseeing tour at chartered bus with guide, including:

    -Hiroshima Atomic Park

-Lunch at local restaurant (Indian meal fixed menu)
-Miyajima tour, Itsukushima shrine

    -Mountain Misen ropeway, departure Hiroshima to Osaka by bus with guide

- Dinner at local restaurant (Indian meal)
20:00 –  Check-in at Hiroshima hotel, Hiroshima city.
* Night at hotel, Hiroshima city.

Day 10 Hiroshima-Kobe
07:00 - Breakfast at the hotel.
09:00 - Meeting with English-speaking guide, accommodation at bus, transfer to Kobe.
-Kobe Harboland mosaic garden area
-Lunch at local restaurant (fixed menu)
-Osaka castle
-Shitenno-ji Temple and Namba area
-Umeda Sky Building
-  Dinner at local restaurant

19:00 - Transfer to hotel
* Overnight at the hotel in Osaka

Day 11 Kyoto-Osaka

Breakfast at the hotel. Check-out from the hotel.
Meeting whith English-speaking guide in the hotel's lobby. 
Transfer to airport иу charted bus with а guide.
Departure Osaka for India

INCLUSIONS:
 Return economy class Airfare (ex BOM)

 Hotel Accommodation in 3* hotels

 Meals: 10 Continental Breakfasts, 10 Contemporary Indian Lunches & 10 Indian Dinners



o Note: Contemporary Lunch is a fixed portion of vegetarian meal.

 Entire road journey & site seeing by super deluxe air-conditioned luxury coach

 Sightseeing as per itinerary

 VISA

 Insurance (for passengers upto 59 years of age)

 Service of Tour Manager

EXCLUSIONS:
 GST @ 5%

 TCS @ 5% (with PAN card) / 10% (without PAN card) 

o Prevailing GST rate is 5% AND TCS rate is at 5% (with PAN card) & @10% (without Pan Card). Same will be 
applicable extra. In case of any change in GST/TCS rate by government on travelling date, the customers 
will be required to pay difference.

 Tips (USD 3 per person per day)

 Extra charges/expenses of personal nature like porterage, laundry, mineral water / drinks, telephone or any other 
charges / expenses not mentioned in Inclusions

TOUR COST:

Adult (12 yrs+)
(DBL/TRPL sharing)

Child WITH bed Child WITHOUT BED
Infant

(0-2 yrs)
SINGLE

2,99,750 2,69,750 2,39,750 39,750 3,59,750

PAYMENT SCHEDULE:
 Booking amount = INR 75,000/- per person to confirm the booking

 Balance amount to be cleared 60 days prior to start date of the tour.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
- No name change allowed after booking.
- Minimum booking amount is INR 75,000/- per person.
- Booking Amount will be non-refundable once booked.
- Tour Manager Service will only be provided if the Group size is of 30 passengers or above. For groups with size of less than 30 passengers, 

driver-cum-guide will accompany you.
- PAN card is mandatory to be given at the time of Booking of every passenger above 18 years, travelling outside India.
- Universal standard check-in time is 1500 hrs & check-out time is 1000 hrs. All hotel stays will strictly follow these timings and passengers 

need to comply with the same.
- Early check-in and/or late check-out will not be possible.
- If tour get cancelled due to Covid Protocols or any Government restrictions then cancellation charges would be          waived off and credit note 

will be given to be utilized in future.

CANCELATION POLICY:

DAYS CANCELATION CHARGES
Before 60 days of tour start INR 75,000 per person



Before 30 – 60 days 75% of invoice

Before 0 – 30 days 85% of invoice

 In case of cancelation, entire refundable amount will be given in form of a Credit Note.

 Credit note can only be used by the person in whose name it is issued.

 Credit note will be valid for 1 year from date of issue. 

Note: In case of Visa rejection, the above-mentioned cancellation 
policy shall apply. Issuing of Visa or Rejection is solely in hands of 
Visa Consulate. Neem Holidays Pvt. Ltd. is not liable for any 
rejections.
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